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Atomic Email Hunter 3.12 Crack 2.0 1.0 : Atelky (ninth). Atomic Email Hunter 9.21 Crack Â· Atomic Email Hunter 9.21. August 12 2014 | 12:22 am | Â· Answer. While I do consider myself a "software developer", I am first and foremost, a Â· Raymond Zoila.Q: Facebook Graph API Q/A with constant access token I have a rails application that we've rolled out successfully to 400,000 users for over a year now. The facebook sdk is used (version 4) and the app is configured with oauth2 and express-session. We only need to ask people to login once to continue using the app. As the app and the user base have grown the lifetime of the access token has increased. This works fine, until we try to access data more
than 60 days into the future with the update access token function. If I call for more than 60 days into the future, I get the error: { "error": "invalid_grant", "error_description": "The provided authorization code or access token expires too soon. Please retry after some time." } I can however make api calls to the API for under 60 days without issue. For our needs, we need to be able to make calls for up to 365 days without issue. I've done a bit of poking around through the sdk, but I've only been able to find basic examples. If anyone has any idea on how to make this work that would be appreciated. A: Unfortunately, the access tokens generated by the Facebook SDK are not valid beyond 60 days. This
includes the express-session token. However, there are a couple of workarounds. You can send a refresh token to your users, and then generate a new access token using this refresh token. To do this, you can use the /accounts/{ACCOUNT-ID}/oauth/access_tokens endpoint, which will generate a new access token for the given account. You can then send a POST request with this new access token to the /me/accounts endpoint to retrieve the id of the user's account. You can use this to retrieve the refresh token associated with this account. Example: POST
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